Coming Fall 2019!

Animal Top 10
Each Animal Top Ten book
is packed with unusual and
unexpected facts about a variety
of animals. Animals are grouped
by child-friendly qualities sure to
attract readers’ attention. Eyepopping photos add to each
book’s appeal and draw readers
in to learn more about the
creatures that share our planet.

Ugliest Animals
978-1-63440-692-5 (LB)
978-1-63440-755-7 (EB)

Animal Tricksters
978-1-63440-695-6 (LB)
978-1-63440-701-4 (EB)

• Ages 7 to 10
• Grades 2 to 4 / RL 3
• 40 pages each
• 6.5" x 9"
• Dewey 591

Animal Athletes
978-1-63440-693-2 (LB)
978-1-63440-699-4 (EB)

Smartest Animals
978-1-63440-691-8 (LB)
978-1-63440697-0 (EB)

Library-bound Hardcover:
$23.99 (List) / $17.99 (S&L)

6-book LB Set: 978-1-5415-7779-4
$151.92 (List) / $113.94 (S&L)
eBook (multi user):
$38.65 (List) / $28.99 (S&L)

Represented by
Lerner Publisher Services
800-328-4929

Most Dangerous
978-1-63440-690-1 (LB)
978-1-63440-696-3 (EB)

www.lernerbooks.com

Animal Appetites

Preview at

978-1-63440-694-9 (LB)
978-1-63440-427-3 (EB)

www.redchairpress.com
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The Alligator
Snapping Turtle

The Ugly Truth
Unfortunately, a loss of habitat has
made alligator snapping turtles an
endangered species.

Watch out! This animal is not only
ugly, it is a master of destruction!
This tough-looking creature looks
like something from prehistoric
times. However, it is alive and well
today. These turtles can be found in
rivers, lakes, and canals all over the
southeastern part of the United States.
A snapping turtle’s jaws really do snap!
An alligator snapping turtle’s jaws can
snap closed so quickly, its prey has
little chance of getting away. Another
danger is that the turtle’s jaws
are very sharp. An alligator
snapping turtle would have
no trouble biting
off someone’s
finger!
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From Ugliest Animals

Features:
• Table of Contents
• Glossary
• Index
• References for learning more
• Now You Know! fast-facts
• Full-color photos & captions
• Power Word etymology for key terms
• Spot illustrations for kid-appeal

From Animal Appetites
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The Desert
Locust

Swarms of desert
locusts have been
written about for
thousands of years.

Long jumpers run and jump as
far as they can. Many animals are
great at the long jump. One of the
best is the desert locust.
Locusts are a type
of grasshopper.
They usually live
in the deserts
of Africa and
Asia. However,
sometimes these
insects swarm over
large areas of land. They
are big eaters. A swarm of
millions of locusts can eat
all the crops in an area
in just a few minutes.
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From Animal Athletes
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